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Abstract. Let S = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of pairwise disjoint geomet-12

ric objects of some type in a 2D plane and let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be a13

set of closed objects of some type in the same plane with the property14

that each element in C covers exactly one element in S and any two15

elements in C are interior-disjoint. We call an element in S a seed and16

an element in C a cover. A cover contact graph (CCG) has a vertex for17

each element of C and an edge between two vertices whenever the cor-18

responding cover elements touch. It is known how to construct, for any19

given point seed set, a disk or triangle cover whose contact graph is 1-20

or 2-connected but the problem of deciding whether a k-connected CCG21

can be constructed or not for k > 2 is still unsolved. A triangle cover22

contact graph (TCCG) is a cover contact graph whose cover elements are23

triangles. In this paper, we give algorithms to construct a 3-connected24

TCCG and a 4-connected TCCG for a given set of point seeds. We also25

show that any connected outerplanar graph has a realization as a TCCG26

on a given set of collinear point seeds. Note that, under this restriction,27

only trees and cycles are known to be realizable as CCG.28

⋆ She was supported by ICT Fellowship, Ministry of Posts, Telecommunications and

IT, Government of the People’s Republic of Bangladesh.
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1 Introduction29

Let S = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of pairwise disjoint geometric ob-30

jects of some type in the plane and let C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be a set31

of closed objects of some type in the same plane with the property32

that each element in C covers exactly one element in S and any two33

elements in C can intersect only on their boundaries. We call an34

element in S a seed and an element in C a cover. The seeds may35

be points, disks or triangles and covering elements may be disks or36

triangles. The cover contact graph (CCG) consists of a set of vertices37

and a set of edges where each vertex corresponds to a cover and each38

edge corresponds to a connection between two covers if they touch39

at their boundaries. In other words, two vertices of a cover contact40

graph are adjacent if the corresponding cover elements touch at their41

boundaries. Note that the vertices of the cover contact graph are in42

one-to-one correspondence to both seeds and covering objects. In a43

cover contact graph, if disks are used as covers then it is called a44

disk cover contact graph and if triangles are used as covers then it45

is called a triangle cover contact graph (TCCG). Figure 1(b) depicts46

the disk cover contact graph induced by the disk covers in Fig. 1(a),47

whereas Fig. 1(d) depicts the triangle cover contact graph induced48

by the triangle covers in Fig. 1(c). A coin graph is a graph formed49

by a set of disks, no two of which have overlapping interiors, by50

making a vertex for each circle and an edge for each pair of circles51

that touches. Koebe’s theorem [7, 9] states that every planar graph52

can be represented as a coin graph. There are several works [10, 11,53

5] in the geometric-optimization community where the problem is54

how to cover geometric objects such as points by other geometric55

objects such as convex shapes, disks. The main goal is to minimize56

the radius of a set of k disks to cover n input points. Applications57
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Fig. 1. Illustration for CCG and TCCG; (a) a disk cover, (b) a CCG, (c) a triangle

cover and (d) a TCCG.

of such covering problems are found in geometric optimization prob-58

lems such as facility location problems [10, 11]. Abellanas et al. [1]59

worked on a “coin placement problem,” which is NP-complete. They60

tried to cover n points using n disks (each having different radius) by61

placing each disk in the center position at one of the points so that62

no two disks overlap. Further Abellanas et al. [2] considered another63

related problem. They showed that for a given set of points in the64

plane, it is also NP-complete to decide whether there are disjoint65

disks centered at the points such that the contact graph of the disks66

is connected.67

Recently, Atienza et al. [3] introduced the concept of cover con-68

tact graphs where the seeds are not necessarily the center of the69

disks. They gave an O(n log n) time algorithm to decide whether70

a given set of point seeds can be covered with homothetic trian-71

gles or disks such that the resulting cover contact graph is 1- or72

2-connected. The k-connectivity problem is still unsolved for k > 2.73

Atienza et al. [3] also considered the problem from another direction74

which they called “realization problem.” In a realization problem we75

are given a graph G of n vertices and a set S of n seeds and we76

are asked whether there is any covering so that the resulting cover77
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contact graph is G. They gave some necessary conditions and then78

showed that it is NP-hard to decide whether a given graph can be79

realized as a disk cover contact graph if the correspondence between80

vertices and point seeds is given. They also showed that every tree81

and cycle have realizations as CCGs on a given set of collinear point82

seeds. Durocher et al. [5] considered a circular cover contact graph83

problem defined by Atienza et al. [3]. They showed that when the84

input discs and the covering discs are all constrained to touch a line,85

then the problem of deciding whether the input set has a connected86

CCG is NP-hard. They also defined an approximate variation of the87

problem, where the covering discs are allowed to overlap by a small88

amount. They gave a polynomial-time algorithm such that if there89

exists an exact solution to the problem, then the algorithm returns90

an ǫ-approximate solution.91

In this paper, we consider a set of arbitrary seeds in the plane92

where the seeds are points and the covers are triangles. First we93

consider the set of seeds which are in general position, i.e, no two94

seeds lie on a vertical line and we give an O(n log n) algorithm to95

construct a 3-connected TCCG of the set of seeds. We also give a96

O(n log n) algorithm to construct a 4-connected TCCG for a given97

set of six or more seeds. Addressing the realization problem, we give98

an algorithm that realizes a given outerplanar graph as a triangle99

cover contact graph (TCCG) for a given set of seeds on a line.100

The remaining of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2101

presents some definitions and preliminary results. Section 3 gives al-102

gorithms to construct a 3-connected TCCG and 4-connected TCCG.103

Section 4 gives an algorithm that realizes a given outerplanar graph104

as TCCG. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper by suggesting some105
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future works. A preliminary version of this paper was presented at106

WALCOM 2015 [6].107

2 Preliminaries108

In this section we present some terminologies and definitions which109

will be used throughout the paper. For the graph theoretic definitions110

which have not been described here, see [4, 8].111

A graph is planar if it can be embedded in the plane without112

edge crossing except at the vertices where the edges are incident.113

A plane graph is a planar graph with a fixed planar embedding. A114

plane graph divides the plane into connected regions called faces.115

The unbounded region is called the outer face; the other faces are116

called inner faces. The cycle lies on the outer face is called outer117

cycle. A plane graph G is an outerplanar graph if all vertices of G lie118

on the outer face.119

The connectivity κ(G) of a graph G is the minimum number of120

vertices whose removal results in a disconnected graph or a single-121

vertex graph. We say thatG is k-connected if κ(G) ≥ k. A vertex v in122

a connected graph G is a cut-vertex if the deletion of v from G results123

in a disconnected graph. Similarly an edge e in a connected graph124

G is a bridge if the deletion of e from G results in a disconnected125

graph. A 2-connected or biconnected graph does not contain any cut126

vertex.127

A biconnected component of a connected graph G is a maximal128

biconnected subgraph of G. A block of a connected graph G is either129

a biconnected component or a bridge of G. The graph in Fig. 2(a) has130

the blocks B0, B1, . . . , B8 depicted in Fig. 2(b). The blocks and cut131

vertices in G can be represented by a tree T , called the BC-tree of G.132

In T each block is represented by a B-node and each cut vertex of G133
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is represented by a C-node. The BC-tree T of the plane graph G in134

Fig. 2(a) is depicted in Fig. 2(c), where each B-node is represented135

by a rectangle and each C-node is represented by a circle.136
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Fig. 2. (a) A connected graph G, (b) blocks of G and (c) BC-tree T .

Let S = {p1, p2, . . . , pn} be a set of pairwise disjoint geometric137

objects of some type and C = {c1, c2, . . . , cn} be a set of closed138

objects of some type with the property that each element in C covers139

exactly one element in S and any two elements in C can intersect only140

on their boundaries. We call an element in S a seed and an element141

in C a cover. The seeds may be points, disks or triangles and covering142

elements may be disks or triangles. The cover contact graph (CCG)143
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induced by C is the contact graph of the elements of C, that is, the144

graph G = (C,E) with E = {{Ci, Cj} ⊆ C | Ci 6= Cj, Ci ∩ Cj 6= ∅}.145

In other words, two vertices of a cover contact graph are adjacent if146

the corresponding cover elements touch at their boundaries.147

Note that the vertices of the cover contact graph are in one-to-148

one correspondence to both seeds and covering objects. In a cover149

contact graph, if disks are used as covers then it is called a disk cover150

contact graph and if triangles are used as covers then it is called a151

triangle cover contact graph (TCCG). Figure 1(c) shows a triangle152

cover of seeds and Fig. 1(d) shows the resulting TCCG.153

For a point a in a 2D plane, we denote by xa and ya the x-154

coordinate and the y-coordinate of a, respectively. We specify the155

position of a in the plane by (xa, ya). We denote the straight-line156

segment that passes through the points a and b by Lab. We denote157

a triangle connecting three points a1, a2, a3 by T (a1, a2, a3) and a158

trapezoid connecting four points a1, a2, a3, a4 by trap(a1, a2, a3, a4).159

We denote a path in a simple graph by the ordered sequence of160

vertices on the path.161

We work on connectivity problem of a given set of seeds. Here162

we use the set of seeds which are in general position, i.e., no two163

seeds lie on a vertical line. We first show that a set of seeds admits164

a path TCCG. First, we sort the seeds according to x-coordinate165

value. Then we cover the seeds with triangles such that every triangle166

touches the previous and next triangle (except the first and the last167

triangle). The contact graph of the triangles forms a path. We have168

the following trivial lemma.169

Lemma 1. Let S be a set of seeds in general position where no two170

seeds are on a vertical line. Then S admits a path TCCG.171
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Proof. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn be the seeds of S according to their left-

to-right order. We can cover seed pi by triangle Ti as follows. We

draw the vertical segment of Ti through pi and then add the third

point of Ti on vertical segment of Ti−1 to complete Ti. This creates

n triangles covering S. A triangle touches its previous triangle as

shown in Fig. 3. Hence the resultant graph is a path. ⊓⊔

(a) (b)

b

b

b

b

b
b

b

Fig. 3. (a) S is covered by triangles and (b) a path TCCG.

3 k-connected TCCG172

In this section we work on the connectivity problem of a given set of173

seeds. Atienza et al. [3] have given an algorithm to decide whether a174

given set of point seeds can be covered with homothetic triangles or175

disks such that the resulting cover contact graph is 1- or 2-connected.176

In Section 3.1 and Section 3.2 we develop O(n log n) time algorithms177

to show that a set of given seeds can always be covered with triangles178

such that the resulting cover contact graphs are 3-connected and 4-179

connected, respectively.180
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3.1 3-connected TCCG181

In this section we are given a set S of seeds in general position and182

we have to decide whether S admits a 3-connected TCCG. Before183

presenting the details of our algorithm we give an outline of the184

algorithm. First we sort the seeds p1, p2, . . . , pn according to their185

left-to-right order. Then we cover p1, pn−1 and pn points by three186

mutually touching triangles T1, Tn−1 and Tn such that all other points187

are in the closed area as illustrated in Fig. 4(b). Then each point188

of S inside the closed area is covered by a triangle such that it189

touches three triangles. We now give the following theorem whose190

proof immediately gives a formal algorithm.191

Theorem 1. Let S be a set of seeds where no two seeds are on a192

vertical line then S admits a 3-connected TCCG. Furthermore, it193

can be found in O(n log(n)) time.194

Proof. We first build a right triangle△ containing n−3 seeds from S195

such that each outside of △ contains one seed as shown in Fig. 4(b).196

This can be always done by rotating S, if necessary. We cover each197

seed inside of △ by a triangle in the same way as described in198

Lemma 1. Additionally, we can change two points of each trian-199

gle such that they touch hypotenuse and adjacent side of △. Then200

outer three seeds of △ can be covered by three triangles as shown in201

Fig. 4(c). The resultant graph of the seeds in Fig. 4(a) is shown in202

Fig. 4(d). Since each triangle inside of △ touches two outside trian-203

gles and the previous triangle, the resultant graph is a 3-connected204

graph. For sorting we need O(n log(n)) time.205

⊓⊔
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Fig. 4. (a) A set of seeds S, (b) a right angle containing n− 3 seeds, (c) S is covered

by triangles and (d) 3-connected TCCG.
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3.2 4-connected TCCG206

In this section we show that every set S of seeds such that no two207

seeds are on a vertical line admits a 4-connected TCCG.208

Theorem 2. Let S be a set of six or more seeds such that no two209

seeds are on a vertical line nor on a horizontal line. Then S admits210

a 4-connected TCCG, and such a TCCG can be found in O(n log n)211

time.212

Proof. We use similar technique as described in Theorem 1. In this213

case we take a trapezoid rather than a triangle such that one seed214

lies each outside of as shown in Fig. 5(a), and rest n − 4 seeds215

lie inside of . In this trapezoid we can ensure that the left and216

the right side are not parallel to each other. Now for covering seeds217

inside of , we follow Lemma 1 and modify triangles such that two218

points of each triangle touch two horizontal segments of as shown219

in Fig. 5(b). The four outside seeds of can be covered by four220

triangles such that the left and the right side triangle touch each221

other (at the top or down side of ). This can be done because left222

and right side of are not parallel.223

We now label the vertices of the resultant graph as follows. We224

label vt and vb for the corresponding top and bottom triangles of ,225

respectively. Then rest of the vertices are labeled as v1, v2, . . . , vn−2226

for the corresponding triangles using left to right order.227

Since S has six or more vertices, inside of has at least two228

vertices and hence every vertex of G has degree at least four. Thus229

to prove our claim that G is 4-connected, it is now sufficient to230

show that four internally vertex-disjoint paths exist between each231

of the pairs {vi, vj}, {vi, vt}, {vi, vb} and {vt, vb} of vertices, where232

1 ≤ i < j ≤ k, (see Fig. 5(d)). The paths between the vertices vi233
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and vj are path (vi, vi+1, . . . , vj), path (vi, vt, vj), path (vi, vb, vj) and234

path (vi, vi−1 , . . . , v1, vk, vk−1 , . . . , vj). The paths between the ver-235

tices v1 and vt are path (v1, vt), path (v1, v2, vt), path (v1, vk, vt) and236

path (v1, vb, v3, vt). The paths between the vertices vk and vt are path237

(vk, vt), path (vk, vk−1, vt), path (vk, v1, vt) and path (vk, vb, vk−2, vt).238

The paths between the vertices vi and vt are path (vi, vt), path239

(vi, vi−1, vt), path (vi, vi+1, vt) and path (vi, vb, vk, vt) if i 6= k − 1240

or path (vi, vb, v1, vt) if i 6= 2. Similarly there are at least four in-241

ternally vertex-disjoint paths exist between vertices vi and vb. It is242

not difficult to see that k paths exist between vt and vb through vi.243

Thus four internally vertex-disjoint paths exist between each pair of244

vertices.245

⊓⊔

Our construction for a 4-connected TCCG given in the proof of246

Theorem 2 can be used for any set of six or more seeds; if two seeds247

are on a vertical line or on a horizontal line then rotate the plane248

such that no two points remain on a vertical line or on a horizontal249

line.250

b
b

b

bb

b
b b

b

b

(b)

b

b

bb b b b bbbv1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8

vt

vb
(c)(a)

b

b

bb
b

b b

b
b

b

Fig. 5. (a) A set of seeds S and a trapezoid which encloses n−4 seeds, (b) S is covered

by triangles and (c) 4-connected TCCG.
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4 Realizability of Outerplanar Graphs251

In this section we show that a connected outerplanar graph has a252

realization as a triangle cover contact graph (TCCG) on a given set253

of seeds on a line as in Theorem 4. To prove this theorem we need254

the following Theorem.255

Theorem 3. Let G be a biconnected outerplanar graph of n vertices.256

Let S be a set of n seeds on a horizontal line. Then G is realizable257

on S as a TCCG in O(n log n) time.258

Proof. We give a constructive proof. Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be the vertices259

on the outer face of G in anti-clockwise order. The starting vertex260

can be chosen arbitrarily. Let p1, p2, . . . , pn be the seeds of S sorted261

according to their x-coordinates.262

We cover each seed pi by a covering triangle Ti(ai, bi, ci) corre-263

sponding to the vertex vi such that ai is drawn on pi, the side Laibi264

of Ti is vertical, xci < xai , xbi and yai < ybi , yci . That is, the right265

side Laibi of the triangle Ti is vertical and ci lies in the left half-plane266

of Laibi . We perform the task in two steps: realizing the outer cycle,267

and realizing inner edges of G.268

Realizing outer cycle: We draw T1 and Tn by covering p1 and269

pn such that the point cn of Tn meet on the La1b1 of T1. For the rest270

of the seeds we follow similar technique describe in Lemma 1. That271

gives realization of the path v2, v3, . . . , vn−1. Now we change T2 and272

Tn−1 such that they touch T1 and Tn, respectively (see Fig. 6(c)).273

Realizing inner edges: If vi, vj is an inner edge then we modify274

bi of Ti and cj of Tj to touch each other without loosing connectivity275

of other triangles (see Fig. 6(d)). This operation is always possible276

because any edge (vp, vq) does not exist for n ≥ p > j and j > q > i,277

and for 1 ≤ p < i and j > q > i. Note that G is a planar graph.278
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Fig. 6. a) A biconnected outerplanar graph G, (b) a set of seeds S, (c) realization of

the outer cycle of G as TCCG on S and (d) realization of G as TCCG on S.

Note that in a realization of a biconnected outerplanar graph G279

by the algorithm described above, the triangle T1 corresponding to280

the start vertex and the triangle Tn corresponding to the end vertex281

touch each other on vertical segment of the triangle T1. For inner282

edges, the triangles are adjusted without overlapping. One can ob-283

serve that the algorithm works when the vertical side of the triangle284

T1(a1, b1, c1) covering the first seed p1 is already fixed. In that case285

the point b1 of T1 might be moved upward to make the contact with286

the triangle Tn.287

All this can be done in O(n) time, but for sorting we need288

O(n log n) time.289

⊓⊔

Using Theorem 3 we prove the following theorem.290
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Theorem 4. Let G be a connected outerplanar graph of n vertices.291

Let S be a set of n collinear seeds. Then G is realizable on S as a292

TCCG in O(n log n) time.293

Proof. We give a constructive proof as follows. Let G be a con-294

nected outerplanar graph. We first decompose G into blocks and295

construct a BC-tree. We make the BC-tree a rooted BC-tree by296

making an arbitrary B node as the root. Let B0 be the root of297

the BC-tree. A rooted BC-tree with the root B0 for the graph in298

Fig. 7(a) is illustrated in Fig. 7(b). We next traverse the BC-tree299

by DFS and get an ordering of blocks and cut vertices. A DFS or-300

dering of the blocks and cut vertices of the BC-tree in Fig. 7(b)301

is B0, v2, B1, B2, B3, v13, B4, v14, B5, v16, B6, B7, B8. We next traverse302

the vertices on the outer face of G in anti-clockwise order starting303

from any vertex of B0. Let v1, v2, . . . , vn be the vertices on the outer304

face of G in anti-clockwise order where only the first appearance305

of a cut vertex is kept in the ordering, as illustrated in Fig. 7(a).306

Note that a cut vertex may appear several times when we traverse307

the outer face, but only the first appearance is kept in the ordering.308

We assume that the seeds in S are on a horizontal line (otherwise,309

we rotate the plane such that the seeds in S are on a horizontal310

line). Let p1, p2, . . . , pn be the seeds of S sorted according to their311

x-coordinates. We assign seeds pi to vertices vi for 1 ≤ i ≤ n as312

illustrated in Fig. 7(c). We next realize each biconnected component313

on its assigned seeds by the algorithm described in Theorem 3. Each314

bridge contains only two vertices and we realize it trivially. Note315

that the blocks are realized in their DFS order. After realizing B0,316

the triangle corresponding to a cut vertex is realized at the left of317

its children blocks in the BC-tree. While realizing Bi by the algo-318

rithm described in the proof of the Theorem 3, the parent cut vertex,319
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which is already realized as a triangle, is taken as the start vertex of320

Bi. In Fig. 7(c), when we realize B0, the triangle corresponding to321

cut vertices v2 and v13 of G is realized. While realizing B1, B2 and322

B3 by the algorithm described in the proof of the Theorem 3, the323

cut vertex v2, which is already realized as a triangle, is taken as the324

start vertex of B1, B2 and B3. The triangle corresponding to the end325

vertices of B1, B2 and B3 touch the vertical segment of the triangle326

corresponding to the start vertex v2.327

One can observe that the seeds assigned to the vertices (except328

the start vertex) of a leaf block are consecutive and the seeds assigned329

to the vertices of a block remain inside the span of the seeds assigned330

to the vertices of its ancestor blocks. Thus a block is realized inside331

the realization of its ancestor blocks. Therefore Theorem 3 and the332

ordering of the blocks ensure the correctness of the algorithm.333

We now analyze the time complexity of our construction. For334

computing the triangle covers of n seeds we need O(n) time. Since335

we are sorting the seeds, the realization can be found in O(n log n)336

time.337

⊓⊔

5 Conclusion338

In this paper we have developed O(n log n) time algorithms to show339

that a set of given seeds can always be covered with triangles such340

that the resulting cover contact graph is 3-connected. We also have341

shown that any set of six or more point seeds admits covers with 4-342

connected TCCG and such covers can be found in O(n log n) time.343

We also have shown that every connected outerplanar graph can344

be realized as a TCCG of a set of point seeds on a straight line.345

Following interesting open problems have come out from this work.346
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realiziation of the graph as TCCG on S.
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1. Can we give lower bounds on the smallest angles needed?347

2. Can some of the results be achieved with more restricted triangle348

classes like homothetic triangles?349

3. We can investigate which larger classes of graphs are realizable350

as TCCG.351

4. What about other classes of seeds and covers? Is realization is352

possible if seeds are in general position?353
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